
Child Support Schedule 
Scenarios 



Scenarios 
• Basic calculation  
• Imputation 

– 32 hours per week 
– 35 hours per week 
– 40 hours per week 

• Whole Family Formula Deviation 
• Daycare expenses 
• Foster care 
• Split custody 



Basic Calculation Using Actual Wages 
• Noncustodial or Obligated parent makes $20/hr, $3466/mo 
• Custodial parent makes $15/hr, $2600/mo 
• One child 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DCS typically assumes both parties are filing as Single with one dependent. That creates a level playing field; we don’t assume we know who will be claiming the children on tax returns. All examples done with DCS’s SSGen, our worksheet calculator



Basic Calculation Using Actual Wages 
• Noncustodial or Obligated parent makes $20/hr, $3466/mo 
• Custodial parent makes $15/hr, $2600/mo 
• One child—support is $548/mo, about 19% of net income 
 

 



Basic Calculation Using Actual Wages 
• Noncustodial or Obligated parent makes $20/hr, $3466/mo 
• Custodial parent makes $15/hr, $2600/mo 
• Two children—support is $833, about 29% of net income 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The obligation takes up a few more percent of net income for each child.  But at this income, once there are six children….



Basic Calculation Using Actual Wages 
• Noncustodial or Obligated parent makes $20/hr, $3466/mo 
• Custodial parent makes $15/hr, $2600/mo 
• Six children—support would be $1403 or 49% of net, BUT… 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
…the support amount reaches 49% of net income, and…



Basic Calculation Using Actual Wages 
• Noncustodial or Obligated parent makes $20/hr, $3466/mo 
• Custodial parent makes $15/hr, $2600/mo 
• The 45% Limitation kicks in and reduces the obligation to 45% of net 

income 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
…at this point, the 45% limitation reduces the obligation to, you guessed it, 45% of net income. That’s what happens as the number of children changes, and it should be obvious what happens as NCP’s wages change, but what about changes to CP’s income?



Basic Calculation Using Actual Wages 
• Noncustodial or Obligated parent makes $20/hr, $3466/mo 
• Custodial parent makes $12/hr, $2080/mo, about  $500/mo less 
• One child—support goes up to $562/mo, an extra $14/mo 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here the custodian’s income has gone down a bit more than $500/mo, while his stays the same. In the same one-child scenario, his support goes up from $548 to $562, about $14/mo, because his percentage or proportion of the parties’ total income has risen. 



Basic Calculation Using Actual Wages 
• Noncustodial or Obligated parent makes $20/hr, $3466/mo 
• Custodial parent makes $20/hr, $3466/mo, about  $865/mo more 
• One child—support goes down by $30/mo 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see, changes to the custodian’s income don’t have a large impact on the support obligation; a $3/hr cut in her pay made his support go up $14; if she gets a $5/hr raise, his support goes down $30. Her income matters, but it’s not a big influence. Imputation is next. Questions?



Imputation:  
32 hours per week at Minimum Wage 

• Another basic one-child scenario 
• Noncustodial parent is unemployed, with a history of low-wage retail work 
• Custodial parent makes $15/hr, $2600/mo 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The law requires us to make assumptions if we don’t know the actual income. If Employment Security data shows a history of fast food, retail, or other service industry where reported earnings are not full-time and experience suggests that it’s industry practice rather than personal choice, we sometimes impute less than 40 hours per week. Here, instead of entering a number in Wages and Salaries, we use the Imputed Income box, which in our program opens a box where we can enter the wage and number of hours. 32 hrs x 52 weeks divided by 12 months gives 138.667 hours per month. 



Imputation:  
32 hours per week at Minimum Wage 

• In this low-income situation, the Self-Support Reserve, currently $1301 
per month, applies and reduces the line 9 amount from the $310 on line 7 

 
 

 



Imputation:  
35 hours per week at Minimum Wage 

• Same scenario, but now looking at the income when we assume 35 hours 
per week instead of 32 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At 35 hours/week, the imputed income rises to $1820 per month, and the obligation is $258.  For working an extra three hours a week, the obligation nearly doubles.



Imputation:  
35 hours per week at Minimum Wage 

• At 35 hrs/wk, the Self-Support Reserve still reduces the line 9 obligation, 
but not as much 

 
 

 



Imputation:  
40 hours per week at Minimum Wage 

• And now, the income when we assume a full 40 hours per week 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The income rises to $2080/mo, and the support amount is $377; in this case adding the 5 hours/wk to go to full time adds about $120 more



Imputation:  
40 hours per week at Minimum Wage 

• Here, the Self-Support Reserve is no longer a limiting factor.  
• $1768 minus $1301 is $467, greater than $377, so line 9 is not reduced 
 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The income rises to $2080/mo, and the support amount is $377, adding about $120, because the net income minus 1301 is greater than 377, so the Self Support Reserve is not a limiting factor. Whole Family Formula Next; questions?



Basic Calculation with Whole Family Formula 
• Noncustodial or Obligated parent makes $20/hr, $3466/mo 
• Custodial parent makes $15/hr, $2600/mo 
• One child—support is $548/mo 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this situation, remember our beginning scenario with just one child; the support amount was $548 per month.



Basic Calculation with Whole Family Formula 
• Noncustodial parent John Doe also has a child by his current wife 
• In DCS’s automated worksheet generator we might see this: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we have one daughter living with Jane, the custodial parent, and we’ve checked the box for WF Deviation and entered a 1.  That child’s information is entered down on line 25, with his name, age, and the fact that he’s in John’s household.



Basic Calculation with Whole Family Formula 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The program doesn’t show us the outcome until we print the worksheets. When we do, we see that the basic support amount on line 9 hasn’t changed. But down at the end of the worksheets, the program compares the basic support amount to the whole family amount and chooses the lower one, changing the support amount from $548 to $417. To see how that number is determined, we need to look at worksheets for a regular 2-child case.



Basic Calculation with Whole Family Formula 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To get an idea where that number comes from, we’re now looking at a snip from a standard 2-child calculation.  $417 turns out to be half of what would be owed for 2 kids.



Basic Calculation with Whole Family Formula 
• Noncustodial parent John Doe also has a child by his current wife, but in 

this example has TWO children on the case with Jane 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this example, John has TWO children in the original household with Jane, and one with his current wife.  Again we have to print the worksheets to display the outcome.



Basic Calculation with Whole Family Formula 
• Again, line 9 shows no change from the basic support obligation resulting 

from a standard two-child calculation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this example, John has TWO children in the original household with Jane, and one with his current wife.  Again we have to print the worksheets to display the outcome. The line 9 basic support amount is still the same as our early example with 2 children, but the final amount is $668.



Basic Calculation with Whole Family Formula 
• Because he has 3 children, but only owes support for 2, the final support 

amount is two thirds of what it would be for a 3-child family. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this example, John has TWO children in the original household with Jane, and one with his current wife.  Again we have to print the worksheets to display the outcome. The line 9 basic support amount is still the same as our early example with 2 children, but the final amount is $668.



Minimum Wage with Daycare 
• Noncustodial Parent imputed at minimum wage, $12 per hour full-time. 
• Custodial Parent makes $15 per hour,  $2600 per month. 
• Two children;  support is $467 before daycare costs 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Minimum Wage with Daycare 
• The Noncustodial Parent earns 44.7% of the income and 

has 44.7% of the daycare obligation. 
 
 

• If daycare costs are $25 per day, five days a week, 
daycare costs $542 each month. 
 
 



Minimum Wage with Daycare 
• The Noncustodial Parent owes 44.7% of $542 per month:   

 

 
 
 
 
 

• The Standard Calculation rises from $467 to $709 per month: 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Including $25 per day in daycare expenses means that the NCP now contributes nearly 45% of his or her net income to support two children. 



Minimum Wage with Daycare 
• If daycare costs rise to $50 per day, 5 days per week, the Noncustodial 

Parent’s  obligation  for support increases significantly.  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this point a minimum wage-earning or capable NCP is required to pay 53% of net earnings to support his or her two children. 



Foster Care Calculation 
• The Noncustodial Parent works 25 hours at $15 per hour 
• The Noncustodial Parent has barriers to full-time employment based on 

efforts to reunify her family, detailed at line 26 of the worksheets.   

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RCW 26.19.071(6) says: “Income shall not be imputed to a parent to the extent the parent is unemployed or significantly underemployed due to the parent's efforts to comply with court-ordered reunification efforts under chapter 13.34 RCW or under a voluntary placement agreement with an agency supervising the child.”



Foster Care Calculation 
• The other Noncustodial Parent is imputed at full-time minimum wage. 
• Because this Noncustodial Parent’s income is limited, her support 

obligation is reduced: 



Foster Care Calculation 
• Because of the Noncustodial Parent’s earnings, the Standard Calculation of 

support is almost exactly the presumed minimum  support obligation . 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This example shows in part how the WSCSS is flexible in FC situations. It’s often in the interest of both the parents and the state that children in Foster Care reunify with their parents.



Foster Care Deviation 
• The Noncustodial Parent earns $15 per hour full-time. The non-party 

Noncustodial Parent is imputed to full-time minimum wage: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Foster Care can affect whether income would be imputed to a Noncustodial Parent, but for Noncustodial Parents who work full-time, their reunification plan may also be grounds for a deviation from the standard calculation of support. In this scenario, NCP works full-time @ $15 per hour, and the NCP who is not a party to this case has imputed earnings full-time at minimum wage. 



Foster Care Deviation 
• With the Noncustodial Parent’s net earnings of $2185, her Presumptive 

Transfer Payment would have been $711 each month, but she incurs 
substantial expenses in her efforts to reunify her family.  



Foster Care Deviation 
• RCW 26.21.075(c) permits deviation based on the costs a Noncustodial 

Parent incurs in her efforts to reunify with her children: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highlight section (1)(c)(v):



Foster Care Deviation 
• Treating  the Noncustodial Parent’s expenses to reunify her family as if 

they reduced her net income would cause a sizable reduction in the 
transfer payment: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This example highlights how the department uses the WSCSS framework to acknowledge the time and expense an NCP must often incur to comply with DCFS’s requirements to get parents and children back together after they’ve been separated. Hopefully this parent has enough resources to pay her support but also to take the necessary actions required to reunify with her child. 



Split Custody – 50/50 
• Two parents have a Parenting Plan which gives each parent equal 

residential time. They exchange custody every Friday at 5:00, so each 
parent has the child every other week.  

• A parent receives TANF, and the case is referred to DCS. DCS opens a case 
but cannot serve a Notice and Finding of Financial Responsibility on either 
parent because there is no NCP or CP on the case: 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will discuss two situations where parents share custody, and their implications for how DCS calculates child support. First, lets discuss the situation where parents split their residential time with the children exactly equally. Note: if either parent has the child a majority of the time, they would be a CP and the other parent an NCP. A deviation may be granted in that circumstance based on how much the NCP’s time with the child increases NCP’s expenses and decreases CP’s expenses per RCW 26.19.075(d). ALJs often apply this rule based on who has children overnight. No residential schedule deviations when CP is a TANF recipient.



Split Custody – Arvey Method  
• A court case, In re Marriage of Arvey, allows courts to enter orders in 

which each parent’s obligations for the child who is not with them are 
offset against the support they are owed for the child in their household. 

• John and Jane Doe have two kids Ann and Bill, but Ann lives with John and 
Bill lives with Jane.  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The shared residential time example is different from this example, where the parents have two or more kids and the residential schedule gives each parent a majority of the time with one or more of their shared children. In re Marriage of Arvey, 77 Wn. App. 817, 825-26, 894 P.2d 1346 (1995).



Split Custody – Arvey Method 
• In this example, John’s income is imputed minimum wage full-time, and 

Jane’s income is actual earnings of $15.00 per hour, full-time. 



Split Custody – Arvey Method 
• With those income levels, the basic support obligation for each child is 

$643 per month. John has 44.7% of the income, and Jane has 55.3% of the 
income. 



Split Custody – Arvey Method 
• An attachment would be prepared for inclusion with the worksheets to 

explain the calculation using this method.  



Split Custody – Arvey Method 
• John’s basic support for Bill would have been $287 per month 
• Jane’s basic support for Ann would have been $356 per month.  
• Final order charges Jane the difference: $69.00 per month. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This method cannot be applied in administrative hearings. Under WAC 388-14A-3200(6), DCS does not have statutory authority to set support for both parents in the same proceeding. DCS cannot set off one parent’s support against the other, therefore the rule states that the method set forth in this Arvey case “must not be applied when DCS determines a support obligation.”



Discussion 



Thank you! 
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